The All-in-one Language Learning App
from eKidz.eu
Differentiated and individual reading, listening, speaking and writing
at school and at home!

Language progress regardless
of student’s mother tongue
eKidz.eu texts can be read and simultaneously listened to.
Narration speed is adapted to the student’s reading level
and spoken by native, professional voice actors who model
correct pronunciation.
practising their new language at homes where the target
language is not understood or spoken. In fact, there is
nothing to stop the adults and siblings from learning along
with them!
Contents and functionalities have been didactically
common curriculum content and vocabulary is drawn
from age-appropriate and high frequency recommended
word lists.

Record and monitor student
performance level
eKidz.eu makes it easier for parents and teachers to track
their student’s progress and performance level. Children
can share their recordings of reading aloud and story
retelling with teachers and parents. eKidz.eu uses both
information retrieval, knowledge-based and inference
questions to assess student’s comprehension at the end of
each text. Results are shared real time and in-app with
teachers and parents. This information allows teachers to
promptly assess and intervene in the learning process.

Snapshot of 5 fantastic
eKidz app features :
Professional native speaking narration function
Read-along option (highlighting text karaoke style)
Recording function

NEW! Recording function:

Various viewing options (image only, text only,
text + image)
Comprehension questions

- increases motivation
- practise pronunciation
Students, parents and teachers LOVE our new recording function. It serves as a tool to
teachers to assess, reward and intervene.
This means new creative possibilities for productive text work (radio plays, setting the text
to music, meaningful reading). Together with the new view options, this makes great
opportunities to create varied, inspiring and imaginative lessons.
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The program offers
Individual and differentiated reading support in primary school grades
Especially for beginners
Over 50 exciting structured texts over 9 reading levels
Professional narration with word highlighting in karaoke format
Comprehension assessment with immediate result and progress reporting
Easy access from home for students and teachers
School and class management system
DSGVO-compliant and secure handling of data
Foreign languages offered: German and Spanish

Creative teaching ideas
Tasks with the "image-only option"
Reduce reading inhibition: Explain the pictures.
Assess text comprehension: Use the images as prompts to
retell the story.
Creative use: Use the pictures as a cue to write your own story.
Pictures with the narration function: Listening
comprehension trains and promotes concentration.

Tasks with the “text-only option”
focus on the text.

without images and with full

Create your own pictures: draw pictures that go with the
text to create your own comic book.
Picture-text comprehension: use the text to put the
images in the correct order.
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